
 
 

Participation information  

 

Delegation from each BSP country 

 
We are expecting over 200 people to the conference, meaning that each BSP 

country (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, 

Finland and Russian Federation) should put together a delegation of 20 people 

maximum.  

We recommend that each delegation should consist of 10-12 students (2-3 of 

them with a research) and 8-10 teachers, coordinators, representatives of 

national commissions for UNESCO or ministries.  
 

Please register your delegation, your arrival and departure info online by 30th of 

April 2015 at the latest: http://goo.gl/forms/LTHgnR1DPg.  

 

If any delegation must arrive or departure a day earlier or later, please make 

sure you will notify the organizers. The delegation will be put together by BSP 

national coordinators. If you are not sure who is the coordinator in your country, 

please visit: http://www.b-s-p.org/about/coordinators/ 

 

Each delegation should bring with them: 

 

1) 2-3 student research poster presentations that has registered: 

http://goo.gl/forms/IHG8GJVMUT. Also a demonstration with it. Posters can be 

hand-made. 

2) Each participant will bring 1 - 2 pictures or short written notes about their best 

experience in the BSP during its 26th years of lifetime. These will be put on a BSP 

timeline next to our drawing contest pictures which will make a nice exhibition. 

3) A performance or presentation about your country and culture for culture 

nights. This is for the 190 participants, so make sure you think through how you 

will present this! 

4) Also, it would be nice if each could bring some national snacks for the last 

evening. 

 

 

  Conference fee 
 

There is no conference fee for the delegation from each BSP country. The 

accommodation, meals and transport inside Estonia will be covered by the 

organizer - Tartu Environmental Education Centre.   

 

Though, each delegation shall cover their transportation to Estonia and there will 

be an extra fee if a participant wants to have a single room.  

We are welcoming few extra guests who will cover their own costs during the 
conference – to participate, please contact the coordinating body. 

We recommend you to take some extra cash (euros) with you if you wish to buy 

some auction drawings on the 8th of June, snacks at the cafeteria of the Pirita Hotel 

or Pirita Gymnasium or souvenirs during the stay in Estonia.  
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